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STATEMENT OF CASE.

The controversy herein concerns the manner in

which the petitioners' income tax liability for the

taxable year 1945 should be computed, pursuant to

the relief provisions of Internal Revenue Code Sec-

tion 107(a). This statute reads as follows:

"Personal Services.—If at least 80 per centum

of the total compensation for personal services

covering a period of thirty-six calendar months
or more (from the beginning to the completion of

such services) is received or accrued in one tax-

able year by an individual or a partnership, the



tax attributable to any part thereof which is

inchided in the gross income of any individual

shall not be greater than the aggregate of the

taxes attributable to such part had it been in-

cluded in the gross income of such individual

ratably over that part of the period which pre-

cedes the date of such receipt or accrual."

This was a completely stipulated case, the stipula-

tion having been entered and filed pursuant to Tax

Court Rule 31, and in a good faith effort to cooperate

with the Court in its policy to secure submission of

cases on stipulation, to the fullest possible extent.

(Tr. pp. 26-30.) Thus, none of the facts are in dispute

and the stipulation of the parties was expressly

adopted as findings of fact by the Tax Court.

(Tr. p. 54.)

Petitioners George K. Ford and Helen L. Ford

are husband and wife and all income involved in this

proceeding was community income of said petitioners.

In the years involved herein, petitioner George K.

Ford was an attorney at law, practicing in San

Francisco. In all of the years involved the Petitioners

were residents of California and were on a cash basis

and followed the calendar year for accounting and

tax purposes.

Petitioners were entitled to divide all of their

income, the same being community in character,

equally between them for income tax purposes, each

Petitioner reporting one-half thereof on a separate

return, or to aggregate such income and report the



whole thereof on a joint return. In the years 1937

and 1945 the Petitioners filed separate, individual

income tax returns. In the intervening years of this

period the Petitioners filed joint returns and at the

time said returns were filed there was no financial or

tax advantage to their filing of separate returns for

such years.

In 1945 Mr. Ford received payment for legal services

rendered to clients over a period of more than 36

months, which was long-term compensation within the

relief provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section

107. This Section 107 income received in 1945 was,

as follows:

Fee Duration of
Name of Case Commenced Completed Eeceived Services

Pescadero Fire Case 4-30-37 8-21-45 $ 2,378.56 100 Months
O'Dea Estate 5- 1-39 12- 1-45 12,296.28 79 Months
Herrscher V. Howard 10-10-42 12-14-45 22,324.92 38 Months

$39,999.76

In addition, Petitioners received other income in

1945 in such amount that their adjusted gross income

for 1945 aggregated $53,563.82, which sum includes

the aforesaid Section 107 income.

For 1945 Petitioners filed separate income tax

returns, each taking into account one-half of their

aggregate income, as follows:

Adjusted Gross Section 107
Income Income

Petitioner George K. Ford $25,398.58 $18,666.54

Petitoner Helen L. Ford 25,398.57 18,666.55



By reason of adjustments which are not in issue

in this proceeding, said income has been adjusted as

follows

:

Adjusted Gross Section 107
Income Income

Petitioner George K. Ford $26,781.91 $19,998.88

Petitioner Helen L. Ford 26,781.91 19,998.88

Petitioners claimed the relief benefits of Internal

Revenue Code Section 107(a) with respect to the

aforesaid Section 107(a) income. In making the

requisite hypothetical allocations of such Section

107(a) income over the years during which the serv-

ices were performed, and determining what tax would

have been attributable thereto, had such Section

107(a) income been received pro rata over the periods

during which the income was earned, Petitioners

computed the additional tax attributable to the taxable

years 1942, 1943 and 1944 on the basis of what their

tax would have been had they filed separate returns

for such years, each reporting one-half of the Section

107(a) income attributable to each of said years. (If

such Section 107(a) income had, in fact, been received

pro rata over the period during which it was earned,

it would have been to Petitioners' financial advantage

to have filed separate returns for the taxable years

1942, 1943 and 1944.)

The deficiency asserted by Respondent for the year

1945, which alone is involved in this proceeding, is

based on the asserted ground that

:

"Joint returns were filed by you and your

spouse for the taxable years 1942, 1943 and 1944.



Such filing constituted a binding election on your

part as to the manner of computing your income

taxes for those years. Accordingly, the computa-

tion for the taxable year 1945 under Section

107(a), Internal Revenue Code, of the tax at-

tributable to the compensation for personal

services for the taxable years 1942, 1943 and 1944,

is made on the basis of joint returns." (Tr.

pp. 8, 18 and 29.)

Under the provisions of Section 107(a) the taxes,

although computed as if parts of the long-term com-

pensation had been received in earlier years, are

computed for the year in which the long-term com-

pensation is received, which in this proceeding is

1945. The steps to be followed in making the com-

putations are set forth in Section 29.107-1 of Treas-

ury Regulations 111. These steps are, first, to add

to the net income for each prior year the allocable

part of the long-term Section 107(a) compensation

to determine an adjusted net income for each such

prior year. Next, the tax rates in effect for such year

are then applied to such adjusted net income for each

such earlier year, which determine the correct tax

liability for each such year. The tax disclosed by the

return filed for such earlier year is then subtracted

from the adjusted tax liability for such year, to get

the tax attributable to the allocated part of the Sec-

tion 107(a) long-term compensation.

The sole issue between the parties in this proceed-

ing revolves around whether in reporting the afore-



said Section 107(a) income in 1945, Petitioners were

bound to compute their taxes on the basis of joint

returns for the calendar years 1942, 1943 and 1944,

or whether they were entitled under the relief pro-

visions of Internal Revenue Code Section 107(a), to

adopt a more favorable method of making the neces-

sary tax computations for applicable prior years on

the basis of separate returns. The Respondent deter-

mined that the aggregate of the taxes attributable to

the long-term compensation allocable to prior years

was $3,525.17 for each Petitioner. On the other hand,

Petitioners contend that the aggregate taxes, as to

each, is only $2,794.09. The difference results from

Section 107(a) computations on the basis of joint

returns reporting aggregate income for the Peti-

tioners, compared with computations on the basis of

separate returns for the earlier years involved.

The detailed mechanics and mathematical computa-

tions of the respective parties to produce the 1945

income tax respectively contended for, are set forth

in detail in the record. (Tr. pp. 8, 9, 18-21, 40-51 and

55-60.) Counsel for Petitioners deem it unnecessary

to repeat these detailed mathematical computations

in this brief, since there is no dispute whatsoever

existing between the parties with respect thereto.

The mathematical and legal correctness of either

computation is dependent solely upon determination

of the issue as to whether 1943 and 1944 tax computa-

tions pursuant to Section 107(a) are to be made on

the basis of joint or separate returns.



In principle, the dispute between the parties con-

cerns each year from 1937, through 1944, inchisive.

However, for the years 1938 and 1941 there was no

tax due under either the original returns filed by the

Petitioners or under the adjustments after appro-

priate allocations of Section 107(a) income thereto.

Because of the forgiveness feature of the Current

Tax Payment Act of 1943 the years 1942 and 1943

must be considered together and the tax liability

involves the year 1943 only. Further, the amounts of

the taxes attributable to 1939 and 1940 are so small

that the issue as to those two years has been eliminated

and only the tax computations relating to the years

1943 and 1944 are in dispute.

Thus, the issue to be decided is whether the peti-

tioning taxpayers, married and domiciled in a com-

munity property state, all of whose income is

community property belonging equally to each spouse

and who receive income subject to the relief pro-

visions of Internal Revenue Code Section 107(a) in

a particular calendar year, may (in making the com-

putations of prior year taxes to determine the limita-

tion on taxes for the calendar year in question as

provided in said statute) make such prior year com-

putations on the basis of an equal division of income

between them for such prior years, that is, on the

basis of separate returns; or whether having filed

joint returns for such prior years, under circumstances

in which separate returns would have afforded no

then present tax advantage, they were bound to make
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the requisite prior year computations on the basis of

the joint returns filed by them for such earlier years.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS.

Petitioners' full specifications of errors appears in

the transcript at pages 103-107, to which reference is

hereby made.

Petitioners assert that the determination of the

Tax Court was erroneous and their points may be

summarized as follows:

I. The filing of joint returns for prior tax years

by Petitioners was not conclusive and binding upon

them with respect to the determination of their proper

income tax obligations under separate returns filed

by them for the later tax year 1945 on "bunched"

community income received in that year, pursuant

to the provisions of Section 107(a) of the Internal

Revenue Code.

II. The decisions below were reached upon factual

and legal assumptions and conclusions which are

contrary to and inconsistent with the stipulated facts,

the findings of fact adopted by the Tax Court, and

applicable rules of law.
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ARGUMENT.

I.

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION 107(a) IS A RELIEF STAT-

UTE WHICH HAS CONSISTENTLY BEEN AND SHOULD BE
LIBERALLY CONSTRUED TO AFFORD TAXPAYERS THE
FULL MEASURE OF RELIEF INTENDED BY CONGRESS IN

THE ENACTMENT OF THE PROVISIONS THEREOF.

A. Section 107(a) was intended to assure that recipients of

"bunched" income qualifying under the provisions of such

section would not have greater tax obligations with respect

to such income than they would have had if such income had

been received ratably over the period of rendition of the

long-term service involved.

The question here presented is fundamentally one

of statutory construction. The controlling statute,

Internal Revenue Section 107(a), in effect with

respect to taxable years beginning after December

31, 1940, provides as follows:

''Personal Services.—If at least 80 per centiun

of the total compensation for personal services

covering a period of thirty-six calendar months

or more (from the beginning to the completion

of such services) is received or accrued in one

taxable year by an individual or a partnership,

the tax attributable to any part thereof which

is included in the gross income of any individual

shall not be greater than the aggregate of the

taxes attributable to such part had it been in-

cluded in the gross income of such individual

ratably over that part of the period which pre-

cedes the date of such receipt or accrual."

This statute was added to the Internal Revenue

Code by the Revenue Act of 1939, in recognition by

Congress of the plight of the taxpayer who rendered
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personal services for extended periods of time without

receiving compensation and then, upon receiving his

compensation, found it subjected to almost confiscatory

surtax rates, because of concentration of income in the

one tax accounting period.

It is important to note at the outset that this statute

does not impose a special form of tax or replace the

usual method of taxation, nor does this section allocate

any part of the income in question to prior years for

purposes of being taxed in and producing an income

tax liability with respect to such prior years. The

section simply places a limit on the tax payable with

respect to the receipt of income qualifying under its

provisions, by providing, ''* * * the tax attributable

to any part thereof which is included in the gross in-

come of any individual shall not he greater than the

aggregate of the taxes attributable to such part, had it

been included in the gross income of such individual

ratably * * *" (Emphasis added.)

Since all of the income of the Petitioners is com-

munity in character, one-half thereof belongs to each

of them and the respective gross income of each can

either be reported separately or aggregated in a joint

return, but in any event it is the gross income of each

of the individual Petitioners and under the aforesaid

limitation provision of Section 107(a), the tax at-

tributable thereto shall not be greater than the aggre-

gate of taxes attributable thereto had it been ratably

included in the gross income for the prior years in

question.
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This limiting statutory provision permits each of the

Petitioners to determine what the aggregate of taxes

attributable to that part of Section 107(a) income in-

cluded in their respective gross incomes for the year

1945, being the year of receipt, would have been if

received ratably.

It is submitted that Section 107(a) requires an

interpretation and application to the facts in this

proceeding which provide a limitation on the tax

liability of the Petitioners computed in whatever per-

missible manner is most advantageous to the taxpayers.

Section 107(a) of the Internal Revenue Code has

consistently been applied in judicial decisions in a

liberal manner in order that taxpayers may receive the

full benefit of the relief intended and not be deprived

thereof through strained or technical construction and

requirements.

This liberal judicial attitude toward Section 107(a)

is illustrated by the case of Marshall v. Commissioner,

(1950) 14 TC No. 12, affirmed per curiam (C.A. 3rd,

1950), 185 F. (2d) 674, holding that a law partner was

entitled to the benefits of Section 107(a) with respect

to legal fees received by the partnership in the taxable

year, even though he had not been a partner for thirty-

six months and the services had been commenced

not only prior to his admission to the partnership but

even prior to his association with the firm in any

capacity.

The same result was reached in the cases of Nielson

V. Commissioner (1950), 9 T.C.M. 57, affd. (CCA. 9th,
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1951), 187 F. (2d) 233, and Enersen v. Commissioner

(1950), 9 T.C.M. 42, affd. (C.A. 9th, 1951) 187 F. (2d)

233. The Commissioner has acquiesced in these deci-

sions and the rule is now set forth in G.C.M. 26,993,

1951-2 C.B. 4.

The same rule and result was applied in the case of

joint venturers in Van Hook v. TJ. S. (1952) 107 F.

Supp. 499.

Of particular significance to the present issue is the

implicit basis of decision in the aforesaid cases, namely

that Section 107(a) is a measure of tax for the current

taxable year in which the income is received and not

a provision operating to modify or affect tax liability

for any prior years. In affirming the results reached

by the Tax Court in these cases, this Court and the

Court of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit approved as the

basis of decision the following language of the Tax

Court in the Marshall, Nielson and Enersen opinions

:

"Since it is the status of the recipient of the

income in the year of receipt and not either his

status in prior years, Frederico Stallforth, 6 T.C.

140 (Dec. 14, 1950), nor the identity of the indi-

vidual who contributed the services, that is made
to govern the application of Section 107 in its

present form, we are satisfied that under the facts

of this proceeding petitioner correctly computed

his tax by use of its provisions.
'

'

Such liberal judicial attitude is also illustrated by

the cases of Knox v. Commissioner- (1948), 10 T.C.

550, Myers v. Commissioner (1949), 12 T.C. 648, and

Thayer v. Commissioner (1949), 12 T.C. 795, in each
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of which the taxpayers were held entitled to the same

benefits which they would have realized had the

''bunched" income been actually received in the years

to which it was hypothetically attributed under the

provisions of Section 107.

Thus, the Knox case held that the ''forgiveness

feature" of the current Tax Payment Act of 1943 was

applicable to income attributed to 1942, under Section

107(a), so as to relieve the taxpayer of seventy-five

per cent of the tax which would have otherwise been

payable thereon.

Especially persuasive of the correctness of the Peti-

tioners' contentions is the case of Myers v. Commis-

sioner, supra. Myers had filed a tax return for 1941

claiming the benefits of Section 107(a) with respect

to five items of income. The Commissioner disputed

the applicability of the section to such income and Tax

Court proceedings resulted, in the course of which

Myers also established his right to an operating loss

carry-back to 1941. The right of Section 107(a) relief

respecting the items in question was also established.

However, it then developed that because of the loss

carry-back, it was to Myers' financial advantage to

apply Section 107(a) only to one of the five items

involved, which had been held subject to its provisions.

Held : the taxpayer was entitled to adopt this method

and was not bound either by having originally claimed

Section 107(a) relief with respect to all items, or by

continuing to claim it with respect to the one item to

apply this section to all subject income. The Tax

Court stated, at page 651

:
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''We find nothing either in the statutes or in

the decisions herein which compels petitioner to

avail himself of Section 107 as to any or all of his

available income, and the fact that his right to do

so has been established by judicial determination

has not turned that right into an obligation.

''The petitioner in this case has used the only

method available to him to get the maximum bene-

fit to which he is entitled under the provisions of

Section 107 * * *"

The Court explained that uncertainties involved in

the first litigation prevented Myers from exercising an

informed choice until after its termination, and con-

cluded that he had not made any binding election

operating to prevent the most advantageous applica-

tion of Section 107(a).

Similarly, in the present case, no reason is apparent

why Petitioners should be deprived of an advantage

which others similarly situated would unquestionably

enjoy on no more substantial basis than a fortuitous

"blind choice" in electing to file joint returns in

earlier years prior to the occurrence of the facts and

realization of income qualifying under the provisions

of Section 107(a), belatedly giving said choice sig-

nificance from a tax obligation standpoint in the later

year.

Another case establishing the liberal application and

interpretation of Section 107 is Keeble v. Commis-

sioner (1943) 2 T.C., 1249, construing "calendar

years" in Section 107 to mean years of twelve months
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or 365 days, without reference to date of beginning

or ending.

The following significant language appears in the

opinion at page 1252

:

'

' The statute is remedial, granting relief to those

coming within its terms. A remedial statute should

be given a rational, sensible, construction and one

which will give the relief it was intended to pro-

vide. Bomvit Teller d Co. v. United States, 283

U.S. 258; F. Harold Johnston, Executor, 33

B.T.A. 551; Michel J. A. Bertin, I.T.C. 355."

1 Mertens, Federal Income Taxation, Sec. 309, p. 71,

states: ^'Construction of Relief or Remedial Provi-

sions. It is frequently said that relief or remedial

provisions must be liberally construed to effectuate

the objective sought", and cites abundant authority.

In the present case. Petitioners ask only that, in

accordance with the fundamental purpose of Section

107(a), they be permitted to compute their tax as they

obviously would have done and pay no greater tax

than they would have been obligated to pay, had their

Section 107(a) income been received ratably over the

years, as the services which produced it were per-

formed.

The recent case of Hofferhert v. Marshall, 4th

C.C.A., No. 26,516, decided December 16, 1952, 200 F.

(2d) 648, is one of particular significance in the de-

termination of this appeal. The decision rendered by

the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals has now become final

since the Solicitor General has decided that no peti-

tion for certiorari will be filed. (See Prentice-Hall
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Federal Tax Report Bulletin, Vol. XXXIV No. 10,

Par. 71,052, dated March 5, 1953.)

The facts in this case were the following:

In 1948, Marshall, an attorney, received compensa-

tion for legal services performed by him over a period

of seven years. Marshall and his wife were both

residents of the State of Maryland, a common law

state. They filed a joint return for 1948 and split

the income, in accordance with the provisions of

Internal Revenue Code Section 51(b). The latter

section extended to a husband and wife residing in

common law states a right analogous to that accorded

those in community property states, to combine their

incomes and exemptions, to compute the tax on one-

half thereof and to multiply such tax by two, with

the total amount being the tax owing by the husband

and wife. In their returns for 1948, the Marshalls

pro rated the Section 107(a) compensation received

in that year over the period in which it had been

earned. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue con-

tested the return, insofar as it accounted for one-half

of the net income as income of the wife, ruling that

the entire amount of the net income was taxable to

Mr. Marshall. The taxpayers paid the asserted defi-

ciency and filed suit for refund thereof. The trial

court held for the taxpayers and the United States

Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit affirmed, holding

that under the Revenue Act of 1948 the joint return

basis is applicable to all income received in that year,

including the fees for legal services rendered during

prior years.
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The following extract from the opinion (commenc-

ing at page 651) is deemed to be most pertinent to this

proceeding

:

^'It is objected that the effect of applying the

split of income allowed by the statute along with

the pro^dsions of section 107(a) is to arrive at

a tax less than that which would have been paid

if the income had been received in the years in

which it was earned and tax paid on it at that

time, when no splitting of income was allowed

by law. This is true; but the answer is that the

income was received when splitting was per-

mitted, and section 107(a) must be applied to it

as split. That section does not require that the

income he taxed in the year when earned hut

merely provides a formula for determining the

tax on long term compensation in the year when
it is received and, taxable. Treasury Regulation

111, sec. 29.107-1 ; Elder W. Marshall 14 T.C. 90,

aff. Commissioner v. Marshall 3 Cir. 185 F. 2d

574; Federico Stallforth 6 T.C. 140, 158. Under
the authority of the act of 1948, the joint return

is applicable to all income received by the tax-

payers in that year. One-half of that income,

including the long term compensation, is attribu-

table under the statute to each spouse and the

wife has just as much right to the benefits of sec-

tion 107(a) as the husband. The contention of

the government would nullify the effect of the act

of 1948 with respect to income representing long

term compensation; and we find nothing in the

language, in the history or in the reason and
spirit of the act which would justify such a re-

sult." (Empasis added.)
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It is submitted that the aforesaid rationale of the

Marshall case is controlling of the issue herein. As

stated in the opinion, Section 107(a) does not in any

way require that the '' bunched" income be taxed in

the year when earned, but merely provides a formula

for fixing the tax thereon in the year of its receipt.

The only tax year involved is the year in which the

Section 107(a) income is received and the only income

on which the taxes being computed under the relief

formula of Section 107(a) is income for such year

of receipt. The character of the returns filed by the

taxpayers in such year of receipt reporting Section

107(a) income should alone determine whether the

computation formula for prior years should be fixed

on a joint or separate return basis.

Actually, the identical issue involved in this appeal

was raised belatedly by Government counsel in the

Marshall case. For the first time on appeal it was

contended that because the taxpayers filed joint

returns for the years 1943, 1944 and 1945, their

method of computing the tax for 1948, pursuant to the

provisions of Section 107(a) was improper.

While admittedly merely dictum, the United States

Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit disposed of this

contention with the following language, at page 652:

"Counsel for the government contend that, be-

cause taxpayers filed joint returns for the years

1943, 1944 and 1945, their method of computing

the tax was improper, even if they are entitled

to the benefit of the statute relied on. No such

point was made in the court below and it is too
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late to make it for the first time on appeal. 3 Am.
Jur. p. 2e5; Hormel v. Helvering, 312 U.S. 552,

556; Minmich v. Gardner, 292 U.S. 48, 53; Burnet

V. Commonwealth Imp. Co. 287 U.S. 415, 418;

A/S J. Ludwig Moivinckels Rederi et al v. Ac-

cinanto Ltd. 4 Cir. 199 F. 2d 134, 145 ; Rhodes v.

Corner. 4 Cir. Ill F. 2d 53. This court is cer-

tainly in no position to exercise the reviewing

function with respect to matters of accounting

which have not been called to the attention of

the trial court and as to which there is a sharp

dispute of fact on the part of the counsel. // the

matter were one of vital importance tve would

remand the case so that the court below might

pass upon it, hut it does not appear to he of suf-

ficient consequence to justify such action and, so

far as we are able to judge from the record he-

fore us, the point is ivithout merit." (Emphasis
added.)

Clearly the interpretation and application of I.R.C.

Section 107(a) to the facts of this case require a

result in favor of Petitioners, to be consistent with

its liberal purpose, judicial precedents and funda-

mental considerations of fairness.

B. Neither Internal Revenue Code Section 107(a) nor the regu-

lations of the Commissioner adopted thereunder require or

suggest that the computations for prior years necessary in

arriving at the limitation on tax for the current year be

made on the basis of returns actually filed for such prior

years.

Neither Section 107(a) nor the regulations there-

under state or even suggest that the computation of

the tax for the current year in which "bunched" in-
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come is received, is to be made by reference to income

tax returns as actually filed for prior years. The

statute and Regulation 111, Sec. 29.107-1 are to be

searched in vain for any reference to prior returns.

Instead, the statute reads "* * * the tax attributable

to any part thereof which is included in the gross

income of any individual, shall not be greater than

the aggregate of the taxes attributable to such part,

had it been included in the gross income of stick in-

dividual ratably over that part of the period which

precedes the date of such receipt or accrual." (Em-

phasis added.)

Certainly by the language used the statute em-

phasizes that the only tax obligation to be computed

is that for the current year of receipt of section

107(a) income, and specifically refers to "the gross

income of any individual."

It is submitted that the absence of any reference

to the ''return" by a taxpayer is indeed significant

and clearly permits the individual taxpayer to re-

construct his income and tax obligations thereon for

prior years to arrive at his current year's tax obliga-

tion, irrespective of the character of his tax returns

for prior years, as joint or separate.

The absence of the word "return" is further sig-

nificant when one considers the situation of a taxpayer

who did not file any returns for prior years, whether

because his gross income then received was below the

statutory requirement or otherwise, or the case of

erroneous or even fraudulent returns for the prior

years affected.
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Does not the statute plainly permit the taxpayer

to avail himself of the benefits thereof in the fashion

most favorable to him, while at the same time apply-

ing the tax relief to ])e availed of to income actually

received in such prior years, whether such actual

income was fully and accurately reported in returns

for prior years, or not? The plain meaning of ''gross

income of any individual" in Section 107(a) is just

that—gross income, or total income received—and

neither the statute nor the regulations contain any

warrant for insertion of the words, "as reported in

tax returns for such prior years."

Thus the fact that Petitioners filed joint returns

for prior years should have no effect upon the compu-

tation of their tax obligations for an entirely new and

different year, pursuant to Internal Revenue Code

Section 107(a) and the pertinent regulations there-

under.

C. Neither Internal Revenue Code Section 51 nor the regulations

adopted by the Commissioner thereunder operates to make
the filing- of joint returns for prior years a binding election

with respect to tax computations under Internal Revenue
Code Section 107(a) in computing the increase in taxes for

such prior years, had the ratable portion of the income then

been received, to arrive at the maximum tax for the current

year specified in Section 107(a).

The Respondent, in his deficiency notices to the Peti-

tioners, set forth as the ground of the asserted tax

deficiency solely that the filing of joint returns for

the taxable years 1942, 1943 and 1944 constituted a

binding election as to the manner of computing income

taxes for those years, pursuant to the computation of
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taxes for the year 1945, under Internal Revenue Code

Section 107(a).

It is submitted that this asserted ground for the

deficiencies against the petitioners herein is clearly

erroneous on its face. The binding election as to the

type of return filed for any year specified in Regula-

tion 29.51-1, is clearly applicable only with respect

to the filing of amended returns for those particular

years. No attempt was made, nor do Petitioners con-

tend herein that they were entitled to change the

character of their returns as filed, or their tax liability

for the years 1942, 1943 and 1944 from joint to

separate. They filed separate returns for the year

1945, which is the only year's tax liability in question,

and the hypothetical computations required by In-

ternal Revenue Code Section 107(a) do not involve

the filing of amended or different returns for any

prior year, nor do they in any way affect the returns

or tax liabilities thereby disclosed for any prior year

or years.

Actually, Internal Revenue Code Section 51 has

never contained an express binding election require-

ment, and in fact, it was not until Regulation 111,

Sec. 29.5-1 was amended by T.D. 5687, February 16,

1949, that the election was expressly made binding.

The election specified in said regulation is obviously

based on the policy of having the tax liability for

a particular year settled insofar as possible on the

filing of a return, and on the desirability of simplify-

ing administration by preventing changes optional
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with the taxpayer unsettling his tax liability for par-

ticular years after returns for such years have been

filed.

Such policies and objectives are in no way applica-

ble or intended to be applicable, with respect to the

relief provisions of Section 107(a) since the latter

statute in no way affects the tax liability for prior

tax years, but operates solely as a limitation on tax

liability for the current taxable year in which income

falling within the definition of Section 107(a) is

received. While Section 107(a) requires reference

to and recomputations respecting prior taxable years,

such reference and recomputations are not for the

purpose of reopening tax liabilities with respect to

prior years, but solely for the purpose of arriving

at a limiting figure determining the tax for the cur-

rent taxable year. Petitioners herein in no way seek

to change their prior returns, or the basis of reporting

income received in and determining tax liabilities

for the years 1942, 1943 and 1944.

It is to be noted that the opinion of the Tax Court,

below, acknowledges the correctness of Petitioners'

contentions in this respect. While the Court expressly

withheld ruling on the point, the opinion does state,

as follows:

''It is perfectly true that in applying Section

107(a), prior tax years are not opened, and the

tax for prior years is not revised. The computa-

tions made in applying Section 107(a) constitute

only the measure of the tax for the year in which

the long-term compensation is received, 1945 in
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this case. Section 107(a), in effect, has to do
with adjusting tax rates for the taxable year so

as to relieve a taxpayer from having to pay a tax

on 'bunched' income for one year at higher

surtax rates. Federico Stallforth, 6 T. C. 140,

158. Since, in applying Section 107(a), prior

years are not being opened, the rule about the

binding effect with respect to the year for which

the taxpayer elects to report income in either a

joint or a separate return appears to be imma-
terial, and one that does not come into play in

applying Section 107(a)." (Tr. pp. 62-63.)"^

Further, since tax recomputations for prior years

are required by Section 107(a), the administrative

inconvenience resulting from permitting Petitioners

to recompute on the separate return basis is negli-

gible, and no greater than any other important audit

or recomputation, especially as the recomputations

are made initially by the taxpayer. The tax returns

for earlier years are in no way being altered or

changed, and reference need be made only to the

amount of taxable income in each such prior year

and the tax paid therein, in order to determine the

total tax obligation for the current year of reporting

Section 107(a) income. Clearly, this involves no

greater nor more difficult burden or computation

process, whether prior year actual returns of the tax-

payer were made on a joint or separate basis, since

only a hypothetical tax computation formula is in-

volved, as selected and computed by the taxpayer in

his return for the current year.

I
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Since there is no requirement in the law or regula-

tions that filing joint returns for prior years is con-

clusive with respect to subsequent year Section 107(a)

computations, it is imreasonable, unfair and contrary

to the most persuasive analogous authority to hold

that Petitioners made a binding election in the cir-

cumstances of this case.

Since 1938, Petitioners' income had been quite low

and, indeed, they sustained losses in 1941, 1942 and

1943. There was no tax advantage at the time of

filing returns in earlier years to reporting their in-

come separately and no apparent reason why the

simpler joint return method should not be followed.

Certainly there w^as no deliberate choice made by them

with realization that their choice of method of filing

returns might have future practical financial conse-

quences. A clairvoyant tax adviser might have an-

ticipated the possibility of the Commissioner's '' bind-

ing election" argument and might have concluded

that the filing of separate returns was a worth-while

precaution.

Such method of decision, based not on a considera-

tion of existing facts in the light of existing law, but

on speculation as to both fact and law, is a caricature

on the type of informed choice which is implicit in

the idea of election.

All of the election cases which Petitioners' counsel

have discovered with respect to Internal Revenue

Code Section 51 and accompanying regulations, in-

volve an attempt by the taxpayers to change the
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method of filing returns for the particular taxable

year in question. None of such cases involve the

purely hypothetical prior year recomputations under

Section 107(a) for determination of current year's

taxes, which in no way affect the tax liability dis-

closed by returns for prior years. The significant

difference between election in the ordinary case and

that involved herein is that the former election is

based on facts, all of which have occurred, and as

to which the taxpayer does or could have all relevant

information; a true and binding election cannot rea-

sonably and fairly be based on less.

A series of analogous cases recognize the vital factor

that any binding election should be based on knowl-

edge of the facts giving the choice practical signifi-

cance, and relieving the taxpayer from the conse-

quence of a choice made in justifiable ignorance of its

future significance. See Ralph Leslie Raymond

(1936), 34 B.T.A. 1171, followed and approved in

Gentsch v. Goodyear Tire S Rubber Co. (C.A. 6th,

1945), 151 F. (2d) 997; Connor v. U. S., 19 F. Supp.

97 and Buckley v. Commissioner (C.A. (2d) 1946),

158 F. (2d) 158; reversing Buckley v. Commissioner,

45 T.C. 787.

The aforesaid cases involve the application of

foreign tax credits pursuant to Internal Revenue

Code Sections 23(c) (2) and Internal Revenue Code

Section 131 (2). It is particularly significant that the

aforesaid Revenue statutes expressly required the tax-

payer to signify in his return his desire to avail him-

self of certain authorized foreign tax credits. Despite

such language, said cases held that there was no bind-
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ing election by filing a return and failing to signify

such desire therein. The underlying rationale of the

decisions is that the foreign tax credit is a relief

measure designed to eliminate burdensome taxation

of income taxed by foreign sources and United States

possessions and, accordingly, should be liberally con-

strued, in furtherance of this purpose.

Especially significant is the following statement in

the opinion of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals

in the Buckley case, appearing at page 162:

''Section 131(a) was intended, we think, to pre-

vent a taxpayer, fully cognizant of the facts

when making its return, from subsequently

changing its position, but not to hold a taxpayer

to a choice made when unaware that its choice

had practical consequences."

It is submitted that Internal Revenue Code Section

51, and the regulations thereunder with respect to

the binding character of an election as to the type

of return filed, whether joint or separate, are not

properly applicable to the instant case.

II.

INJECTION OF AND RELIANCE UPON THE "DEDUCTION IS-

SUE" BY THE TAX COURT IS CLEARLY ERROR AND IS

NOT ONLY WITHOUT BASIS IN THE RECORD, BUT IS CON-
TRARY TO THE FACTS ESTABLISHED IN THE RECORD AND
THE STIPULATION OF FACTS ENTERED IN GOOD FAITH
BY THE PARTIES.

The result reached by the Tax Court is principally

based on what may be called ''the deduction issue".
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The Tax Court's opinion is permeated with discussion

of this issue. It also led to the Court's conclusion

that the contentions of the petitioners could not

properly be ruled upon, because of a failure of proof,

viz., that Petitioners failed to present sufficient facts

regarding their personal deductions for the prior

years involved to STibstantiate their separate return

theory of computation of tax on Section 107(a) in-

come for the year 1945.

Petitioners submit that in deciding this case in

such manner the Tax Court committed substantial

error, both as to the facts and the law.

This was a fully stipulated case, with the complete

factual stipulation of the parties being adopted as

findings of fact by the Tax Court. The sole question

raised by the statutory notice of deficiency (90-Day

Letter), the petitions filed with the Tax Court and

Respondent's answers thereto, was directed to whether

the joint returns as filed by Petitioners in prior years

constituted a binding election for purposes of com-

puting their income tax obligations on Section 107(a)

income for the taxable year 1945. There was no issue

whatsoever raised in the notice of deficiency nor in

the proceedings below by Respondent, regarding the

allocation or division of personal deductions by the

taxpayers in prior years.

The attention of this Court is specifically directed

to paragraph 5 of the stipulation of facts and espe-

cially the following language therein:

u* * * Petitioners computed the additional tax

attributable to the taxable years 1942, 1943 and
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1944 on the basis of what their tax would have

been had they filed separate returns for such

years, each reportina^ one-half of the Section 107

income attributable to each of said years." (Tr.

p. 28.)

Additionally, in paragraph 7, it was expressly stipu-

lated that the sole issue involved in these proceedings

related to the propriety of the Section 107(a) compu-

tations affecting prior years upon a separate or joint

return basis. (Tr. pp. 29, 30.)

The Tax Court is bound to observe stipulated facts

and is not free to ignore the record presented by the

parties except, possibly, perhaps, in exceptional cir-

cumstances which are not involved in this case.

Further, it is urged that a stipulation of facts should

be fairly and impartially construed in accordance

with the evident intention of the stipulating parties.

Under such standard it is particularly clear that in

this case the parties were endeavoring, in good faith,

to simplify the presentation to the Tax Court of the

only issue or controversy existing between them, a

procedure which is encouraged by the rules and prac-

tice of the Tax Court.

This Court has previously recognized the impro-

priety and unfairness of the Tax Court deciding a

case upon issues not properly before it. This rule

is well stated in Harbor Plywood Corporation v. Com-

missioner of Internal Beveniie (1944), C.A. 9th, 143

F. (2d) 780, commencing at page 783, as follows:
u* * * Nothing in his deficiency notice suggests

that and it does not appear that that contention
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was presented to the Board of Tax Appeals.

This court will not consider in support of a de-

ficiency assessment, reasons not advanced by the

Commissioner in his deficiency notice or before

the Board of Tax Appeals, especially when the

taxpayer has been deprived thereby of the op-

portunity to present evidence material thereto.

Helvering v. Tex-Penn. Co., 300 U.S. 481, 498,

57 S.Ct. 569, 81 L.Ed. 755."

See also:

Hall V. Commissioner of Internal Revenue

(1952), C.A. 9th, 194 F. (2d) 538.

Counsel for the parties did not deem it necessary

complicate the evidence and record presented to the

Tax Court in this matter with detailed itemization

of Petitioners' personal deductions for the years 1943

and 1944, but it is submitted that a careful examina-

tion of the factual record reveals adequate coverage

of the matter.

The sole prior years actually involved in the Section

107(a) computation controversy existing between the

parties to determine Petitioners' tax obligations for

the year 1945 were the years 1943 and 1944. Para-

graph 3 of the stipulation of facts clearly establishes

that in the years 1942 and 1943 (inter-related by rea-

son of the Current Tax Payment Act) the Petitioners

suffered losses resulting from business deductions and

a loss carry-over. (Tr. p. 27.) As this was a loss

appearing on Exhibit A, attached to Respondent's

notices of deficiency to Petitioners, the record unques-

tionably establishes that no personal deductions were

involved with respect to the year 1943. (Tr. p. 21.)
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Said Exhibit B also contains the following tabula-

tion (Tr. p. 21) :

1943 1944

'Net income per return $( 245.88) $2,595.39

Add:
Operating loss carry-over 1941 4,508.90

Allocation of Section 107 compensation 9,658.87 9,658.87

Income as adjusted $13,921.89 $12,254.26

Less : Standard deduction 500.00

$11,754.26"

As has been previously indicated, the record shows

that no personal deductions, standard or otherwise,

were taken with respect to the year 1943. The above

portion of the record in this case also establishes that

the Respondent would allow use of the standard de-

duction for the year 1944, so that it is beyond dispute

that no factual question existed between the parties

relating to personal deductions.

The opinion of the Tax Court also is based upon a

fundamental legal error in the following statements:

''But each spouse if he elects to file a separate

return may take only the deductions which under
the Code may properly be taken from his in-

dividual income. We can not assume in this

proceeding that Helen Ford had the identically

same allowable deductions in 1943 and 1944 as

George Ford." (Tr. pp. 61-62.)

Not only is the foregoing legal conclusion erro-

neous, but it contaminates the entire rationale of the

Tax Court decision.
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The erroneous premise underlying this conclusion

of the Tax Court is that if separate returns are filed,

each spouse may take only such deductions as are

attributable to his or her individual income. This

rule may well have been properly applicable dur-

ing the years involved to taxpayers residing in com-

mon law states (in which case a stipulation of facts

would no doubt have taken cognizance of it), but

it is definitely in error as applied to spouses in com-

munity property states, as are herein involved.

In reporting community income on separate re-

turns, not only is it permissible to equally split all

deductions, but it is mandatory that such be done.

Bishop V. Commissioner of Internal Revenue (1945),

C.A. 9th, 152 F. (2d) 389, 390-391; Stewart v. Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue (1938), C.A. 5th, 95

F. 2d 821; O. D. 909 C.B.L. 1921, p. 254; A. G. Cle-

herg, et al, 43 B.T.A. 277.

The rule is stated, as follows, in the Stewart case,

supra, at page 822:
a* * * This contention cannot be sustained. Since

one-half of the community income is to be taxed

to the husband, it follows that the applicable

deductions should also be divided between the

husband and wife. Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. Ill, 50

S.Ct. 241, 74 L.Ed. 731; Turheville v. Commis-
sioner, 5 Cir., 84 F.2d 307, certiorari denied 299

U.S. 581, 57 S.Ct. 46, 81 L.Ed. 428. The net re-

sult is the important thing in applying the income

tax laws. Income and deductions must be ac-

counted for on the same basis."
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Thus, the decision of the Tax Court in charging

petitioners with failing to meet their burden of proof,

and viewing the record as inadequate to support their

contentions herein, ignores the presence of adequate

factual data in the record and applies an erroneous

legal conclusion.

The Tax Court also placed erroneous reliance upon

the cases of Helvering v. Janney, 311 U.S. 189, and

Taft V. Helvering, 311 U.S. 195. The rulings in these

cases were favorable to taxpayers, and simply do not

have any bearing on this case.

These cases actually held that in the case of a joint

return by a husband and wife, the capital losses of

one spouse could be deducted from the capital gains

of the other, and that they could also combine their

charitable contributions as a deduction from their

aggregate gross income in a joint return. These cases

involved taxpayers living in common law states,

rather than in a community property state. Thus the

Tax Court's reference to the administrative burden

upon the Respondent in reconstructing separate in-

come and separate deductions for earlier years, where

the taxpayers had filed a joint return, becomes com-

pletely inapplicable. Here it is stipulated that all

Petitioner's income was community in character in all

of the years and accordingly they were not only

entitled to split such income equally, but in doing so

they must also divide their deductions equally.

Additionally, the Tax Court was also in error in

its discussion of the Janney and Taft cases as applied
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to the facts of this case, of there being one taxable

unit consisting of the combined incomes of the spouses

under a joint return in the earlier years. The error

herein lies in the misconception that we are herein

concerned with a "taxable unit," ''a combined in-

come" or "a combined tax liability" for earlier years
\

in which joint returns may have been inadvertently I

filed. Instead, the controversy relates to taxable

units, incomes and liabilities for no year other than
j

1945, in which Section 107(a) income was actually

received and reported in separate returns filed for

1945 by the Petitioners.

It is of fundamental importance to the proper de-

termination of the controversy herein to realize that

the only income, upon which tax is being computed

pursuant to the formula established by Section

107(a), is income for the year of receipt of such

income, namely, 1945. Separate returns were filed

by the Petitioners for the year 1945, and it is the

character of such returns for such year which should

properly determine their right to make the necessary

Sec. 107(a) tax computations on a separate return

basis.

The construction of Section 107(a) contended for

by the Petitioners can be soundly administered, con-

sistent with the language and objectives of the statute

and it is proper and necessary to give to Petitioners

the full measure of tax relief intended by the statute.

Petitioners respectfully submit that the decision

of the Tax Court herein is clearly erroneous and
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should be reversed, with directions to enter decision

for the Petitioners.

Dated, San Francisco, California,

April 1, 1953.

Freed, Gtebauer & Freed,

Counsel for Petitioners.

Eli Freed,

Emmett Gebauer,

Of Counsel.




